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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 

The aim of the Communication is to review the development of general and trade 
relations with Japan and the progress of the policy initiatives the Community 
has launched in the fields of trade and cooperation; it follows earlier general 
reviews, the latest being that of 11th of March 1987 (SEC 87/414). 

The Communication also responds to the request the Council of 20th July 1987 
made for a progress report on the initiatives to improve access to the Japanese 
markets for motor vehicles, medical devices and cosmetics. 



COMMUNICATION TO THE COUNCIL 

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COMMUNITY AND JAPAN 

COMMUNITY POLICY 

1. The aim of the Community's policy towards Jopon, os it has developed in 
recent years, is to construct o balanced relationship, while safeguarding 
the interests of the Community. It has extended beyond trade to 
cooperation to loy the ground for closer ties on o wider basis, so 
strengthening the third side of the triangle formed by the Community, the 
United States and Jopon. The political importance of this is growing, os 
Jopon has now firmly established herself os o great economic power with 
political influence ond the Community is advancing to closer integration 
and the creation of a single market of 320 million people. 

2. The Community's approach towards Japan has consisted of a combination of 
trade and cooperation policies. The general aim has been to induce Japan 
to integrate herself better into the world economy ond to assume the 
responsibilities of a great economic power. Like Japan's other 
partners, the Community has constantly pressed her to reduce dependence on 
exports and move towards on economy led by domestic demand, with all the 
structural reforms, opening of markets and internotionolisotion that 
should accompany it. This should lead to o lasting improvement in Japan's 
propensity to import and to a reduction in her surplus. 

3. In bilateral trade the Community has tried to achieve o balance of 
benefits, which ot present does not exist because of the difficulty of 
penetrating the Japonene market, greater than in the case of any other 
member of the OECD. Hence the main thrust of the Community's policy has 
been the elimination of trade barriers, which should lead to on increase 
in European exports to Japan and o fall in the bilateral trade deficit. 
It hos developed the sectoral approach to the elimination of identi finble 
obstacles to exports of goods and services to Japan. ~lhere bilateral 
discussions hove not given results, it has not hesitated to use the GATT 
procedures for settling disputes (as in the case of taxation on wines and 
spirits). 

4. The Commission feels strongly that o consistent and firm approach is 
needed to obtain results. While many leaders in Japan, including those of 
the previous ond the present government, seem convinced that Jopon must 
mokc o greater contribution to free trade, there is often strong 
resistence to specific moves to improve access to morlwts. A firm line 
will certoinly help overcome this resistance and strengthen the position 
of those committed to a policy of reform and opening. 

5. Convinced that a closer ond more widely based relationship would benefit 
both sides, the Community has also developed on active policy of 
cooperation which should be seen os a complement to rather than a 
substitute for o better balance of benefits jn trade. It has built up 
cooperation in the fields of industry, of science and technology and of 
telecommunications and information technology. Development aid is on area 
where collaboration would be beneficial, os Jt would increase the 
effectiveness of the resources available. Finally, the political diologL~ 
with Japan has been strengthened, for example through regular Troika 
meetings ot ministerial level. 
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RESULTS 

A. General economic and trade relations 

6. It is fair to say that the general relationship between the Community and 
Japan is moving in the right direction. There is closer consultation and 
cooperation, although the "reflex of consultation" remains underdeveloped 
compared to that between the Community and the United States or between 
the latter and Japan. Japan, however, has publicly expressed its desire 
to strengthen its relationship with Europe. This partly reflects a wish 
to lessen dependence on the United States and partly an awareness of the 
growing importance of the Community as a trade partner, which the 
completion of the single market will heighten. 

7. On the economic side, it is encouraging that the revaluation of the yen 
and the stimulatory package announced last May have had an effect on the 
growth of domestic demand in Japan. Last year domestic demand led the 
growth of GNP (3. 7?~), while the external side made a negative 
contribution. The Commission's forecasts for 1988 show similar results. 
The latest figures for Japan's world trade corroborate these trends. 
Japan's exports fell in yen terms, so that her total surplus is somewhat 
lower than last year. 

8. Turning to bilateral trade, 1987 saw a satisfactory increase in Japan's 
imports from the Community which grew by nearly 2m~ in yen terms (l). 
Consequently, there was for the first time in years a slight drop in her 
surplus with the Communi.ty (1). That said, the Community's exports to 
Japan still cover little more than one third of its imports (2), which is 
out of step with trade in general among major industrialised countries. 
Besides, this fall was much smaller than that in Japan's surplus with the 
world as a whole. In fact, Japan's trade with the Community developed 
differently from that with the world as a whole, as her exports to the 
latter fell significantly while those to the Community increased. Thus, 
there is a growing concentration of Japanese exports on the Community, 
which is now her main profitable, open market following exchange rate 
realignments. 

9. While this 20% increase in Japan's imports from the Community is 
encouraging, it does not represent a balanced improvement. It did not 
benefit all Member States in the same way and relied heavily on the 
growth of sales of luxury cars. Although textile products, 
pharmaceuticals and organic chemicals also contributed, there is clearly a 
need to broaden the range of Japan's imports from the Community. 

10. The Commission is aware of the difficulties that the Community will face 
in achieving o turn-around in trade with Japan. First, the low cover 
ratio implies that for some time the Community's exports to Japan have to 
grow three times faster than its imports even to stabilise the deficit. 
Second, there are signs that the competitiveness of Japan's exports may 

(1) Excluding non-monetary gold, which is traded though not produced in the 
Community. Statistics in yen from Japanese sources. 

(2) In ECU terms, the cover ratio was 37% in 1987 as against 33?~ in 1986. 
Community statistics. 
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well recover, so romprom1s1ng the process of adjustment. Third, the 
concentration of Japan's exports on the Community is likely to Ponti nue 
because of the relations between exPhange rates. Fourth, the Community's 
traditional modest surplus on invisible trade is likely to shrink in 
future. 

11. All this implies that the Community should continue to press the Japanese 
government adequately to support domestic demand, implement structural 
reforms and improve access to markets. The Japanese government must also 
avoid resorting to bilateral, discriminatory arrangements with the United 
States. Otherwise, the dangerous conclusion rould be drawn that credible 
threats of protectionism are the only effective means of obtaining trade 
concessions. 

B. Specific actions 

12. In 1987 the Commission's sectoral actions covered motor vehicles, mediral 
devires and cosmetics(!). The results of the disrussions with the Japanese 
authorities was generally favourable. On cosmetics the Commission is 
satisfied with the progress achieved and proposes a monitoring 
approoch,further discussions to toke place only if necessary. While 
progress was also mode on mediro1 devices, several problems remain, on 
which further discussions would be appropriate. As for motor vehicles, 
many changes were achieved. At the some time, a number of serious barriers 
still exist. The Commission proposes to continue giving full attention to 
this important sector through further disrussions. As for Japanese 
taxation on wines and spirits, the Community's complaint to GATT was 
surressful. It is now essenti ol that the Japanese government fully and 
rapidly implements the panel's ronrlusions whiPh were adopted by the GATT 
Council; there ore unfortunately signs that it may only do so partially. 
Unresolved questions concerning leather and footwear will also be followed 
up. 

13. The Commission has prepared for further sectoral actions in the field of 
industry, on phormoceutirols and the protection of intellectual property. 
Moreover, it intends to intensify its dialogue with the Japanese 
authorities on agriPultural matters, both multilateral and bilateral. The 
multilateral side involves in particular the Uruguay Round negotiations; 
the bi 1 ateral disrussions will cover dairy products, pigment and 
phytosanitary questions. Discussions are expected soon to begin, in the 
first half of 1988. 

14. There has been very little progress, however, in ensuring fair conditions 
of access to large Japanese infrastructure projects such as Kansai 
International Airport. So for the Commission has only won a vogue 
commitment by the Japanese authorities to on open multilateral approach 
that would be subject to redprocity. To assure the participation of 
European firms, it will be necessary not only to obtain more specific 
rommitments from the Japanese authorities but also to ochie~e an effective 
organisation of Community industry interested in surh projects. The 
Community will also hove to insist that bilateral, discriminatory 
arrangements with the United States be avoided. 

15. Several other developments in 1987 are worth mentioning. In the context 
of the settlement with Japan on the consequences of enlargement (Artirle 
XXIV:6 of GATT), the Community obtained some improvements in market access 

(1) The annexe gives a detailed oppreriation of these discussions. 
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for products of interest to Spain ond Portugal. It reacted speedily to 
the risk of trade diversion from products subjected to the punitive 
tar l ffs imposed by the United States for Japan's alleged non-respect of 
the arrangement on semi-conductors; to date, no diversion has been 
observed . It has obtained the crer tion of a GATT panel on the legality 
of this arrangement, whose report j_s expected soon. The Commission is 
actively developing its programme of export promotion (EXPROM). One 
element is a programme under which the Commission sends around fifty young 
executives a year to Japan for intensive language training and and 
experience of work in Japanese firms.The other is assistance for 
Community industry to promote exports to Japan, which con back up the 
sectoral initiatives to improve access to the Japanese market. 

16. \'lith the support of the Member Stntes, the Commission has pressed the 
Japanese authorities for further liberolisation of financial markets, in 
particular the further deregulation of interest rates nnd the improvement 
of the inter-bank market. While welcoming certain steps taken by the 
Japanese authorities, the Commission believes that more extensive and 
rapid liberolisation is needed and continues to press the Japanese 
authorities for this. As for the proposal to improve the opportunities 
for European banks to finance imports into Japan, the Japanese authorities 
hove promised to show greater flexibility in the operation of their 
import financing scheme. 

c. Cooperation 

17. There has been progress in most fields in which concrete initiatives have 
been launched. In 1987 the most visible signs of this were the creation 
of the Centre for Industrial Cooperation, the promising initial results of 
the Scientific Training Programme in Japan, the progress mode in 
negotiating an agreement on nuclear fusion and the creation of joint 
working parties on international standards for digital telecommunications, 
for the interconnection of data processing systems and for high definition 
television. These are encouraging examples of cooperation where both 
sides hove an interest in achieving results; where interests did not 
coincide, as with development aid, there was a lack of progress. 

CONCLUSIONS 

18. It is clear that changes are taking place in Japan's economic and trade 
relations with the war ld as a whole and that these gene roll y go in the 
right direction. The problem is rather that change is not fast enough to 
reduce tensions significantly the danger of a general turn to 
bilateralism or protectionism is still present. 

19. In the case of Japan's relations with the Community, there has been an 
encouraging increase in her imports which shows the value of trying to 
improve conditions of access. Here the Community has achieved some 
reasonable results and should i.ntensi. fy its efforts. However, there ore 
grounds for concern about the persistence of Japan's large surplus and the 
growing concentration of her trade on the Community market. To ovoi.d 
tensions, this must be balanced by Japan's increasing imports from the 
Community. Japan also has to fully accept her responsibilities so far as 
surges of exports of sensitive products ore concerned, in particular in 
the period leading up to the completion of the internal market. As for 



coop:::rnUcn, llll: initiative;.., Lh:Jt IHn·c been l[lunC'il:JU nre qcn(;::-olly 
cnt.~ou;.·Hg.:_tlq :mel >:1auld bu cxL.o;lrLd. 

2('. Tl~cr c is o~u L <:>1l.l s Lie a lt.erno U ve to U1e bnl nnced p11U C'j' th~;t the 
Coin!:iunii:y nns b::::::n pursuin'], but it does n~~cd to intensify it::; efforts nnd 
sh0\'1 tl1o firmness and consistfmcy needed to •Jchieve concrete rcsu] ts. An 
activ8 and coherent policy is the surest way both to improve the bnlance 
of benefits in trade and to contain the pressures for protectionism, ~hict1 

could rebound 0'1 the Communi.ty. It is also the best means of ensuring 
that Japon gi vcs proper weigh! to ttw Community's grov.Jing imporh:ncc ns o 
partner. 

2.i. In the comin'] years, the Community vlill face n~vt chollengPs in its 
relations with Japan. The increase expected in Japan's direct investment 
will have both costs and benefits for the Corrmunity. The completion of 
the single market will open new perspc8tives and it is essential to ensure 
thot it primarily contributes to the strengthening of ttla Comnunity' s 
economic capacity. The Jnpnn~se market will offer grovlint.J oppcrtunities, 
ond there is a need to induce European industry increosingl; to stccngthen 
its presence on it. It is time for the Community to reflect on hm1 best 
to face these challenges. This can only be done by strengthening diologue 
and cooperation between the Member States and the Commission at all 
levels, so as to ensure o unified coherent approach. 



GENERAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL 25 AND 26 APRIL, 1900 

RELATIONS WITH JAPAN 

DRAFT CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Council takes note of recent economic and trade developments that 
could contribute to the improvement of relations with Japan, in 
particular the present growth of the Japanese economy and the fact that 
this is led by domestic rather than export demand. It urges Japan to 
continue to support domestic demand adequately, so os to make a 
significant and lasting rontribution to the process of international 
adjustment. 

2. The Council welcomes the ronfirmation by the new Japanese government of 
its commitment to structural reforms and hopes that greater progress 
will be mode in putting them into effect. 

3. The Council, concerned by the persistence of Japan's large surplus with 
the Community, the growing concentration of her exports on the 
Community's markets and the continuing difficulties of access to her 
markets, confirms the general guidelines of the conclusions on relations 
with Japan adopted at its meeting of 16 March 1987. It emphasises the 
need to create a real balance of benefits in trade with Japan which must 
now be considered in the light of the creation of a single market. 

4. The Council calls on the Japanese government to take specific measures 
further to improve access to markets, on on open and non-discriminatory 
basis, and to ovoid dealing with trade problems on a bilateral basis. 

5. The Council calls on the Japanese government to ensure open and 
non-discriminatory conditions of competition for Konsai International 
Airport and for other large infrastructure projects, for which 
procurement procedures should be fair and transparent. 

6. The Council expects the Japanese government fully and rapidly to 
implement the recommendations of the GATT panel on wines and spirits. 

7. The Council emphasises the importance of developing cooperation in 
different fields and of strengthening dialogue with Japan, so as to 
create a closer and more widely based relationship. 

8. The Council, therefore, strongly supports the Commission's intentions: 

- to continue discussions with the Japanese authorities on the unsolved 
problems of arcess to the markets for motor vehicles nnd 
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medical devices nnd to monHor the implementotion of the commitm~nts 

mode on cosmetics; 

- to hove discussions with the Japnnese authorities which should stort 
as soon os possible in the first half of 1900 nnd will involve : 

on the industrial side, the launching of discussions on 
phormaceuticols and the protection of intellectuol property 

on the agriculturol side, the intensificotion of the 
di ologue on both multilateral and bilateral questions, the 
lot tor i nduding dairy products, pigmeat ond phytosanit. ary 
questions 

- to follow c 1 osel y the impl cmentati on of the commitments made by the 
Japanese authorities on the occasion of consultotions related to 
Article XXIV:6 of GATT and to safeguard the Community's interest as 
regards the implementotion of the recommendntions of the GATT panel on 
quantitative restrictions on ogricultural products; 

- to ensure that Community suppliers are given fair, non-discriminatory 
occess to procurement for Kansa! International Airport and other major 
infrastr~cture projects, and to support the efforts of Community 
industry to that effect; 

- to develop cooperation in the fields of telecommunications and 
information technology, so as to further the application of open 
stondords by Jopan in the interests of international compet.i tion. 

to reinforce industriol cooperaton, inter alio with the aim of 
strengthening Europeon componies' understonding of ond presence in the 
Joponese economy; 

to further develop scienti fie ond technological cooperotion in the 
interests of both partners; 

- to ronti nue to pursue its different meosures to promote exports to 
Jopon. 

to continue to develop an ortive programme of information in the 
regions of Jopan. 

9. The Council requests the Commission ond the rompetent authorities of the 
Member States to ronti nue their efforts to impress on the Jopanese 
authorities the need to improve the funding situation of Community banks 
in Japan ond to further liberali.se finoncial markets, in porticulnr 

through the further deregulation of interest rates and the improvement 
of the inter-bank morket. 




